Abstract
Introduction
Unification is the kernel of deduction processes used in theorem provers and programming languages. Syntactic unification initiated by Herbrand and developed by Robinson has been extended in two ways: equational unification and higher-order unification. The same idea is at the root of both extensions. It consists in incorporating in the unification process some knowledge about the underlying theory, in the higher-order case, ,&-conversion [2] and in the case of a first-order theory, some equational axioms, such as associativity 1121. Nevertheless although the goal is the same, the unification processes designed so far are fairly different. In this paper, we show that higher-order unification can be reduced to first-order equational unification in a suitable theory.
Higher-order unification is equational unification for pq-conversion. But it is not first-order equational unification. This is due to some particularities of the substitution in A-calculus. Let us first develop this point, in order to present the framework of the paper.
The well-known A-calculus is defined as follows. Let
In the following, we keep the name substitution for the substitution of A-calculus (denoted by { z / a } b ) and we call grafting the first-order substitution (denoted by {z H a}b).
Because of these particularities of substitution in Acalculus, the methods for equational unification (such as narrowing) built upon grafting, cannot be used for higher-order unification, which needs specific algorithms, extensively studied in [lo, 131. Both sorts of algorithms compute solutions incrementally. But in the first-order framework, to explore the graftings of a variable X being instantiated by a term whose head symbol is f , we perform the elementary grafting step:
where Y1, . . . , Yp are new variables.
In contrast, this elementary substitution step cannot be done in a lnigher-order fr,amework by the substitution:
X/AXl. .... Axn.(f ... Yp).
Indeed, the arguments off ma,y depend on the variables 5r3 and thus Y , should be substit,uted by a term containing some x3. But the mechanism of substitution of' A-calculus forbids such captures. Therefore the information that the variables x1 can indeed occur in the arguments of f needs to be functionally handled leading to the classical elementary substitution:
These functional handlings of scope would be avoided if grafting were used instead of substitution. This way higher-order unification would be reduced to first-order equational unification. But, replacing substitution by grafting raises two major problems.
First, the unification problems formulated in terms of grafting and substitution art: not the same. For instance the problem Az.Y =ilV X X .~, has a solution Y H x with grafting but no solution with substitution. So, while substitution is too constrained and leads to over-complicated elementary substitutions as seen above, grafting is [too liberal as it takes care of no constraint. Thus evert if we succeed in formulatiing an algorithm for grafting-unification in Acalculius, we could not deduce alirectlly an algorithm for sulbstitution-unification.
There is a second point. Equational unification algorithms such as narrowing use the fact that grafting and reduction commute. E3ut grafting and Pvreduction do not commute in A-calculus. For instance (( Ax.Y) GL) reduces to Y , although the term (( AX.^) a ) obtained by grafting z to Y reduces to a and not to x. Thus reducing an equation would change the set of its solutions. This difficulty comes from the interaction between two different calculi (the pv-coinversion and the instantiation by the unification process) during which the variables play a double game. We may consider that there are two kinds of variables: those which are only concerned by , 877-conveirsion and those which are only concerned by the Unification process.
Our goal in this paper is to reduce higher-order unification to first-order equational unification. To achieve this goal we need to set up at calculus where reduction and grafting commute. In such a calculus, if
x is a reduction variable and Y a unification one, the application of the substitution x/a to the term Y , during the rleduction of (( X x.Y) a ) for instance, must be delayed until Y is instantiated. This will make grafting and reduction commute. In other words, we need to descrilbe at the object level how the application of a substitution initiated by reduction works. Such an internalization of substitutions was already required for describing implementations of A-calculi and has motivated the development of Xa-calculus [l, 51 which is a first-order equational theory.
In this framework, the variables used by Pvconversion are coded by de Bruijn indices. Unification variables can also be coded as de Bruijn indices, but here, we have chosen to code these unification variables by variables of the free first-order Xa-algebra. This choice is required to reduce higher-order unification to first-order equational unification.
In the following we give a cursory overview of Aacalculus. Unification in this calculus can be performed by alrealdy known algorithms such as narrowing for weakly terminating atnd confluent rewrite systems [14] . But we present a specialized algorithm for a greater efficiency. At last we show how to relate unification in A-calculus and in Xu-calculus.
Thus we come up with a new higher-order unification algorithm, which respects the structure of A-terms but eliminates some burdens of the previous algorithms, in particular the functional handling of scopes. Such an attempt to reduce higher-order unification to equational one hats been already done, for example in [7] with the combinators S, K, I, but, as usual with combinatory logic, it needs an explicit handling of extensionality and destroys the structure of the A-terms.
This extended abstract presents results detailed in [9] to which the reader is referred for complete proofs and extensions. For the standard notions on A-calculus, unification and equational logic, we refer the reader to the full paper and to [4, 111.
Explicit substitutions
The ,Aa-calculus is a first-order rewriting system, introduced to provide an explicit treatment of substitutions iinitiated by P-reductions. Here, we shall use the Aa-calculus described in [I], in its typed version [l, 61, but similar free calculi with explicit substitutions cain be used in the same way provided they are confluent and weakly terminating on the free algebra Using a set of atomic types that are denoted K and a set of variables denoted X , Figure 1 gives the syntax of Xu-terms. Notice that we do not have substitution variable in the calculus we consider here.
Typing rules associate to each term a a context r and a type T . We call I' I-T the sort of a , which is written a : I? k T or simply r I-a : T . To each variable X is associated a unique sort, i.e. a unique context r x and a unique type Tx. The typing rules are described in Figure 2 .
The reduction rules defining the semantics of this typed calculus are given in Figure 3 . The full set of rules is called Xa as the whole set but the rules Beta and Eta is called CT. Proposition 1.1 Xu-calculus is confluent and weakly terminating.
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The Xr-calculus is a very ordinary first-order theory, so we can use standard techniques, such as conditional narrowing for unification. However we shall with m # m can be simplified to the unsatisfiable problem F by the rule Dec-app2, air it has no solution.
A Unification Algorithm for
Again, as Xu is a confluent and weakly terminating system, we cain restrict the search to solutions in normal 7-long form (which corresponds to the normal 77-long form of A-calculus As usual, when describing unification algorithms by transformation rules, performing a grafting { X I+ a } on a system P is implemented by first adding the equation X = :
: , a to P aind then using the rule Replace to propagate this constraint on the variable X . This permits to describe the solutions of unification problems as problems in solved forms and to let the unification rules be transformation rules preserving the solutions.
The only equations that are not treated by the rules above are of the form , a:) where the variable X does not appear anywhere else in P and a is in long normal form. Such an equation is said solved in P. Now, the first-order unification process in Xu can be expressed using the unification rules given in the Figure 4 : in the style of [ll] . 
Theorem 2.1 A n y fair strategy applying the rules in
F if n f m 4 Exp-X P --f 3Y : ( A T k B ) , P A X =I, XAY if ( X : r 1 A 4 B ) E V U
T ( P ) , Y e VUT(P),
and X is not a solved variable The main step of the completeness proof (presented in the full paper [9] ) is to show that relatively to a given solution, the Uniif rules are making an appropriate noetherian complexity measure decreasing. We also show in the full paper that similar rules permit to perform unificattion for the p-rule only.
Exp-app
P A X [ a
ITnification in A-calculus
Having an algorithm for unification in Xu does not providle directly an algorithm for unification in Acalculus. First the former concerns grafting while the latter concerns substitution. Then as Xu is a strict extension of A-calculus in de Briuijn notation, a problem could have a solution in Xu corresponding to no solution in A-calculus. We show in this section that unification in A-calculus can be reduced to unification in Xu.
As already said, substituting t for X in some equation a =a, , b needs some a-conversion. With de Bruijn notation a-conversion is done by an adjustment of indices called liftin!?. Remark that substitution can be performed by first lifting t , then grafting it for X and that the structure of a and b dletermines solely how this lifting has to be done. As lifting operators are explicit in Xu-calculus, we can pre-cook the terms a and b by stuffing them with the relevant lifting operators.
It remains then only to apply gaaftings. This pre-cooking of a A-term, a, written a F is defined ,as aF = F(a,O) where: The proof of the above direct implication is straightforward using Proposition 3.1. Proviing the converse is more subtle and needs in particulatr to show that from a solved form obtained from a F = :
, bF by the system Unif, one can compute a solution of this solved form which is in the image of
F . b in
A-calculus by pre-cooking it and finding a solution in A 0 to a p =I, bF.
What remains to be described is how sets of solutions of ,the two problems correspond.
Suppose that aF : =: , bF is transformed using Unif into a problem P which is a disjunction of solved forms. These forms are not in general in the codomain of F : thley are not pre-cooked terms. To describe the solutions of a =a, , b, we compute a problem Q equivalent to P such that Q is in the codomain of F , then we pre-cook back Q into a disjunction of solved forms in A-calculus.
We need two rules to compute Q which are dual of some rules of Unif they are described in Figure 5 . In fact the rules Anti-* can be applied at any stage of the transformations of Unif. This permits to simulate step by step Huet's algorithm [lo, 131 which can be seen as a particular strategy for the system Unif extended by the two rules above. Indeed, by Proposi- 
and this grafting is obtained by applying Exp-X n times:
then Exp-app once:
at last, applying Anti-Exp-X n times to each new variable H,:
In the same way, a simplification step of an equation consists in applying Dec-X n times, Dec-app once and Anti-Dee-X n times to each equation.
Examples
In order to illustrate the approach of higher order unification presented in this paper, let us solve the problem with a : A , X : A -+ A. This equation is encoded in de Bruijn terms, using the context I? = A.niZ into X(X 2) =a, , A2 and then pre-cooked into
. With the rule Dec-X we get: applying the rule Exp-X yields:
where ry = A . r and Ty = A . With the rule Replace we get:
which can be normalized by Normalize: the rule Exp-app can then be applied:
and the rule Replace yields:
, ~2 ) ) which finaly reduces using the rule Normalize into:
This problem is a disjunction of solved forms, the first gives the solution Xx.x and the second the solution , ( X (2 1)).
Applying the rules in Unif, we get the following derivation:
very simply expressed as first-order ones. The main point in this paper, is that the use of a language of explicit substitutions with meta-variables is really a benefit. It allows to separate substitutions initiated by reduction and substitutions of unification variables and to clarify their respective roles in higher-order unification. This separation permits to avoid the encoding of scoping constraints by Prpconversion, which was one of the burdens of previous algorithms. Moreover by using a language which is an extension of A-calculus, our algorithm remains close to Huet's one, which can be seen as a particular strategy for ours. We hope that this new framework, that allowed us to understand higher-order unification as first-order equational one, will be useful for some other purposes. In particular, mixing higher-order specifications with equational ones may be done just by extending A a with new symbols and new equations, this may be a way to reduce higher-order equational unification to first-order. Also, this framework might be a good one to study decidable subproblems of unification.
This new approach of higher-order unification has now to be implemented and tested in real size systems like higher-order prologs or interactive proof checkers. More generally it remains to be understood what explicit substitutions can bring to such systems. This work has to be carried with a precise analysis of the algorithm, in order to define strategies as lazy as possible. For example, there is no need to compute Aanormal forms at every step.
A major continuation of this work is its extension to unification in richer A-calculi, such as the calculi of Barendregt's cube [3] . In this case, the functional expression of scoping constraints leads to technical difficulties [8] that may be simplified using explicit substitutions. At last, this work suggests that higher-order logic itself should be expressed with explicit substitutions. Then, higher-order resolution would be equational resolution in this theory.
